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Abstract
Surroundings continually propagate audiovisual (AV) signals, and by attending we make clear and
precise sense of those that matter at any given time. In such cases, parallel visual and auditory
contributions may jointly serve as a basis for selection. It is unclear what hierarchical effects arise when
initial selection criteria are unimodal, or involve uncertainty. Uncertainty in sensory information is a
factor considered in computational models of attention proposing precision weighting as a primary
mechanism for selection. The effects of visuospatial selection on auditory processing were investigated
here with electroencephalography (EEG). We examined the encoding of random tone pips
probabilistically associated to spatially-attended visual changes, via a temporal response function
model (TRF) of the auditory EEG timeseries. AV precision, or temporal uncertainty, was manipulated
across stimuli while participants sustained endogenous visuospatial attention. TRF data showed that
cross-modal modulations were dominated by AV precision between auditory and visual onset times.
The roles of unimodal (visuospatial and auditory) uncertainties, each a consequence of nonsynchronous AV presentations, were further investigated. The TRF data demonstrated that visuospatial
uncertainty in attended sector size determines transfer effects by enabling the visual priming of tones
when relevant for auditory segregation, in line with top-down processing timescales. Auditory
uncertainty in distractor proportion, on the other hand, determined susceptibility of early tone encoding
to automatic change by incoming visual update processing. The findings provide a hierarchical account
of the role of uni- and cross-modal sources of uncertainty on the neural encoding of sound dynamics in
a multimodal attention task.
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Introduction
Goal-directed visuospatial attention enables selective processing of specific regions at busy scenes, so
as to parse a detailed picture of relevant events (Carrasco, 2014). This mechanism allows for efficient
coding by prioritizing input within specific retinotopic domains at the expense of others (O’Connor et
al., 2002). Naturalistic scenarios habitually comprise multimodal sensory information in tandem with
visual events, yet how visuospatial selective effects translate over concurring multimodal streams is not
well understood (Koelewijn et al., 2010; Santangelo & Macaluso, 2012). For instance, unimodal vision
incorporates the mechanisms for spreading spatial selection over the extended domain of foreground
visual objects (Egly et al., 1994; Hollingworth et al., 2012; Wannig et al., 2011). It is not clear whether
similar “spillover” effects hold during processing of cross-modal stimuli associated by temporal
proximity instead (Busse et al., 2008; Degerman et al., 2007). Proximity is in such cases indexed by
temporal correlation, a variable that underscores the integration of audiovisual (AV) human
communication signals at perceptual and neural levels (Spence & Squire, 2003; Holmes & Spence,
2005; Roseboom et al., 2009; Park et al., 2016). For example, unimodal processing in joint visual face
and speech sounds can be routinely biased according to coherent, unified percepts that emerge to
disambiguate single unimodal contexts and disappear as sensory streams become desynchronyzed
(Andersen et al., 2009; McGurk & MacDonald, 1976; Miller & D’Esposito, 2005; Ullas et al., 2020;
van Atteveldt et al., 2007).
Spatial retinotopy is a basic selection criterion in visual attention, involving relatively early and lowerlevel processing than visual object-based selective mechanisms (Martínez et al., 2006; Müller &
Kleinschmidt, 2003); and in some cases this form of selection may precede multimodal integration
(Talsma & Woldorff, 2005). Intramodal models of visual attention have considered its direct role in the
binding of visual features shared by an object, such as its color, orientation and motion, all of which are
processed in parallel (Treisman, 1998; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Whether similar principles apply
during selective processing of concurrent multimodal stimuli remains elusive however (Spence &
Frings, 2020; Talsma et al., 2010). This may require that the temporal structure of visual input is
effective at modulating neural activity at the auditory cortex for instance. Evidence suggests that
limiting the temporal coherence of AV objects may constrain how visual spatial attention influences
auditory processing (Beauchamp, 2019; King et al., 2019; Van der Burg et al., 2008). Yet, it is
currently unknown how are auditory populations hierarchically and functionally organized to interact
with visual signals and effect such changes. In hearing, as in vision, similar cortical mechanisms
operate upon the representation of competing streams of sensory data, by enhancing activity that
underlies processing of attended auditory input, and attenuating that of distractors (Hillyard et al.,
1973; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Herrmann & Knight, 2001; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008).
Enhancement and attenuation effects reflect the modulation to neural auditory encoding dynamics
sustained during active selection. For AV encoding, these effects potentially offer a means to probe
attentional ‘transfer’ when selection is instead given on visual terms.
In the light of a recent study by Wilsch et al., (2020), fundamental differences exist in the way that
visual and auditory systems learn to expect sensory events, supportive of the view that human vision is
optimized to attend to information on a spatial basis while hearing is suited to predict unfolding events.
We do not currently understand what does the differential treatment of sensory expectations entail at
the level of cross-modal interactions, nor its consequences on the neural code. Here, we examined the
role that AV temporal uncertainty has in modulating the neural dynamics of sound processing,
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according to demands imposed by visual spatial attention. A visual dartboard stimulus was created,
with randomly localized and occasional visual contrast changes that occurred within the disc. Tone pip
presentations were paired to the contrast flips by controlled degrees of temporal uncertainty (AV
precision), while participants attended to specified regions of the dartboard. AV precision was
manipulated so that tone onsets preceded or succeeded visual onsets by narrow or wide margins, in a
probabilistic manner. Participants were explicitly asked to estimate these margins during stimuli
presentations, in order to perform a comparison task. At the same time we used electroencephalography
(EEG), to assess the dynamics of sound processing under visuospatial attention by means of the
temporal response function model (TRF) of cortical encoding (Crosse et al., 2016; David et al., 2007).
The auditory TRF represents the linear mapping between the temporal dynamics of relevant sound
input and that of the unfolding neural response timeseries, and is conceptually related to the receptive
field in neural populations (Gaucher et al., 2012; Gourévitch et al., 2009). In attentional manipulations,
relative changes to TRFs, each associated to competing auditory sources, are employed to estimate
enhancement/attenuation effects (Ding & Simon, 2012b; O’Sullivan et al., 2015). Thus the neural
encoding of random tone pip sets was examined for evidence that they can be neurally differentiated by
their association to competing visual streams, according to AV precision constraints.
Temporal precision is among contributing variables to computational models of attention which
propose that uncertainty parameters underlie perceptual gain control mechanisms (Dayan & Zemel,
1999; Yu & Dayan, 2005a; Whiteley & Sahani, 2008; Feldman & Friston, 2010a). These models
suggest selective attention may be effected by weighing each competing neural representation of
sensory input by estimates of its inherent perceptual noise (Dayan et al., 2000; Dayan & Yu, 2003;
Hohwy, 2012). Relative differences in the present, or inferred, reliability of competing data sources can
then be harnessed by neural computation, so as to refine and drive perceptual selection (Whiteley &
Sahani, 2012). There is evidence of involvement of such type of strategies in ‘fused’ audiovisual
perception (Rohe et al., 2019; Rohe & Noppeney, 2015; Meijer et al., 2019). Here, AV precision acts as
an external uncertainty parameter, and we addressed its effects on the auditory representations of tones
by visuospatial selective criteria. If transfer effects are observed, would they reflect facilitated binding
only, or ‘precision-weighting’ as well? The former scenario explains potential transfer effects in terms
of more likely synchronizations when under high AV precision, and higher likelihood of anticipating
timing of relevant events, both which may regulate unimodal auditory activity (Bauer et al., 2020;
Nobre & Rohenkohl, 2014). The latter scenario, in addition, does not preclude the involvement of other
task-relevant uncertainty sources on attentional effects, to the extent that the temporal structure of AV
events can be inferred.
To clarify this issue, in the present design participants were asked to selectively attend over different
domain sizes of the dartboard (e.g. half, quarter), which allowed to examine the impact of visuospatial
uncertainty on potential cross-modal transfer effects. If AV events are not perfectly synchronous,
sometimes visual events lead auditory ones, and positional uncertainty is associated with the initial
pop-up visualization expected within the domain the participant is asked to attend to. Else, when pips
lead visual events, auditory uncertainty refers to the likelihood that a given sound is to be visually
matched eventually within the attended domain. In line with precision-based proposals of attention, we
hypothesized that such unimodal sources of uncertainty may additionally contribute to the emergence
of cross-modal transfer effects in the task. Moreover, the TRF analyses served to identify the timeline
in which these factors may come into effect. In doing so one may determine the hierarchical processing
boundaries within which visual attention adjusts auditory encoding suited to cross-modal integration.
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Experimental Methods
Subjects
Thirty volunteers (21 female; mean age 23.9 ± 4.0 SD) with no history of neurological or psychiatric
disorders voluntarily participated in the study. All subjects provided formal written informed consent.
They reported normal hearing and normal or corrected to normal visual acuity. All experiments were
performed in accordance with WMA Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2009)
guidelines. The Ethics in Research Committee of the Faculty of Psychology at Universidad de la
República approved the experimental procedures.
Experimental setup
Visual presentation and response time logging were performed with custom PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007)
software. Visual displays were delivered over a CRT monitor (E. Systems, Inc., CA) with 40 cm size,
83 dpi resolution, and 60 Hz refresh rate. Continuous EEG recordings were performed using a BioSemi
ActiveTwo 64-channel system (BioSemi, The Netherlands) with 10/20 layout at 2048 Hz digitization
rate with CMS/DRL (ground). A 5th order cascaded integrator-comb low-pass filter with -3 dB at 410
Hz was applied online, after which signals were decimated to 1024 samples per second. Online highpass response was fully DC coupled. External recordings, including electrooculographic data were
recorded supra- and infra-orbitally as well as from the left versus right orbital rim and the nasal tip.
Data were acquired at 24 bit resolution and analysis was performed offline. Full experimental sessions
lasted ~2 h.
Experimental protocol
Visual stimuli. A dartboard of 20 cm radius, divided into 20 concentric rings of 48 angular sectors each,
was displayed in the centre of a black background (Capilla et al., 2016, Figure 1A, top). Each sector
(60 in total) was comprised of a 4 by 4 black and white checkerboard, scaled by corresponding
eccentricity and polar angles. After a 1.1 s initial static display, checks at a pseudo-randomly selected
sector reversed polarity (here termed as a visual ‘flip’) with the rest of sectors remaining constant. For
each quadrant, flip locations defined by eccentricity (n=5) and angle (m=3), were uniformly sampled
and balanced across eccentricities and quadrants, resulting in a total 15 flips per visual sequence for
‘Attend-Full’ (AF) conditions, 30 for ‘Attend-Half’ (AH), and 60 for ‘Attend-Quarter’ (AQ, see
Audiovisual stimuli, below). Changed checkerboards remained so unless stimulated later again.
Asynchrony between subsequent visual flips was nominally defined as a 101 ms plus an exponentially
distributed random delay (m = 99 ms), but to ensure correspondence with the video frame rate (10 fps),
effective asynchrony values di were rounded in step increments of 100 ms, ranging from 100 to 900 ms
across stimuli. This guaranteed non-simultaneous, spatially distributed visual transients that could be
assessed individually for temporal alignment with corresponding tone pips (Van der Burg et al., 2010).
The order of visual sector flips was pseudo-randomized, and the final configuration was kept fixed for
an additional 0.5 s. Visual stimuli were constructed with the MATLAB® software package (Natick,
United States), stored as .avi files.
Auditory stimuli. Accompanying sound stimuli sequences were constructed with MATLAB® at a
sampling rate of 22.05 KHz, consisting of pseudo-randomly presented tones of 100 ms duration (Figure
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1A, bottom). Tone frequencies fi were taken from a pool of 15 fixed values (range: 100-4846 Hz),
separated by 2 equivalent rectangular bandwidth steps (Glasberg & Moore, 1990) specified by fi = fi−1
+ (24.7 (1 + 4.37fi−1/ 1000)). Tones were modulated with 5 ms raised cosine on- and off-ramps. Tone
level values were calibrated according to the 60-phon normal equal-loudness-level contour (ISO
226:2003) to adjust for perceived relative loudness differences across frequencies. Individual tone
onset times were based on the nominal asynchrony calculated for corresponding visual flips, plus a
uniformly distributed random shift (positive or negative, Figure 1A,B) which was determined by its AV
precision condition (see below). Auditory sequences consisted of 15, 30 or 60 tones mapping to every
flip on video. In order to correspond spatial and spectral domains of maximal visual and auditory
sensitivity respectively, tone frequency values were spatially arranged by visual eccentricity as follows:
highest three frequencies (i.e. 3.2, 3.9, 4.8 KHz) reserved for all central sectors, and lowest three (100,
171, 257 Hz) used only for the most peripheral ones. Intermediate frequencies were similarly selected,
in an inversely proportional order to eccentricity level. Unlike visual flips, tone presentations were
allowed to overlap in time. Separately, a single “auditory stimulus probe” was constructed, which
consisted of a 60-tone sequence built anew under the same rules described above. This auditory-only
stimulus was presented with the purpose to find reproducible auditory activity (de Cheveigné & Parra,
2014; de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008b) in the EEG (see below). A basic sequence of 15 tones (every
frequency) was quadruplicated and concatenated in time, lasting about 50 s. All auditory stimuli were
saved as .wav files.
Audiovisual stimuli. To represent the degree of temporal uncertainty between audio and video streams
in the sequence, AV precision conditions were defined by the distribution limits of temporal shifts
between tone and flip onsets (Figure 1C). Ten AV precision levels were defined by uniformly
distributed lags: in the ±33 ms interval, ±66 ms, and so forth, up to ±330 ms. Three attentional
conditions were created, requiring participants to visually attend either the entire dartboard (AttendFull ‘AF’, 15 tones-flips), or to attend one hemifield and ignore the other (Attend-Half ‘AH’, 30 tonesflips), or to attend one quadrant ignoring the rest of the dartboard (Attend-Quarter ‘AQ’, 60 tones-flips;
Figure 2). The present analysis is concerned only with AH and AQ attentional conditions. In these,
different AV precision levels were used for the target versus the background sectors. This was done to
avoid confounding of differential foreground/background processing from potential binding effects due
to high AV precision in the background stream (Jensen et al., 2019). For each stimulus in AH and AQ,
attended/unattended AV precision levels were randomized and balanced such that any precision level in
one attended stream was paired and equally distributed with one of five other possible values for the
unattended stream. For example, a high AV precision level (±66 ms) could be paired with ±33, ±99,
±165, ±231, or ±297 ms levels, across the range. Original video and sound files were merged together
into a multimedia video file with Simulink® and transcoded into .m4v format with Video Converter
(V3TApps / The HandBrake Team).
Stimuli and task presentation. Subjects were instructed to attend to AV stimuli in pairs at indicated
visual sectors, and to compare between first and second presentations for the relative synchronization
between flips and tones, within target sectors only (Figure 2). Each trial began with a fixation cross
presented during 0.5 s, after which an instruction cue was overlaid. The cue indicated the field to be
attended as follows: a filled circle required participants to attend to the entire dartboard (AF); an
upwards[downwards] triangle indicated for visual spatial attention to be deployed to the upper[lower]
dartboard hemifield (AH); a smaller triangle tilted diagonally pointing to a specific quadrant (i.e. upper
right, upper left, lower left, lower right) for AQ conditions (Figure 2 inset). After fixation and cue
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Figure 1. Basic audiovisual sequences and AV precision conditions. (A) The stimulus consists of a dartboard disk
where a series of localized contrast changes (‘flips’) occurs dynamically, in parallel to a series of tone pip
sounds. In this example, the first flip happens at t1 in the upper right quadrant, followed at t2 by another in the
lower right (top). Visual events are separated by di delays, ranging 100 to 900 ms. The auditory stream (bottom)
consists of a presentation of accompanying tones per flip, with onset times Ti positively or negatively delayed re
visual onset. (B) The temporal onset distribution from stimulus in (A) includes both cases where tones occur
before or after flips. All Di shifts in the sequence are uniformly distributed with limits according to the AV
precision condition for that stimulus (grey area). (C) Distribution limits define the AV precision condition for a
stimulus. More precise stimuli (alternatively, lower uncertainty) entail narrower time intervals of auditory lags
referenced to flips. Less precise stimuli imply lower probability of tone and flip coordination (bottom).

presentation, the first AV sequence was presented, after which the fixation cross was shown once again,
followed by a second sequence of identical attentional but different AV precision levels. After stimuli
presentations, a question was displayed: “Which of the two audiovisual sequences was more[less]
synchronized?” (here translated) with the alternatives shown (Figure 2). Subjects pressed either the left
or right arrow button to highlight their choice, and hit enter to validate and receive feedback. Sequence
order, stimuli combinations, question keyword (i.e. more/less), and left/right response positions were
all randomized per trial, per subject. A practice session (14 trials) was carried out first, with feedback
and with the experimenter present, in order to familiarize participants with every cue type and
attentional condition. After this, a brief (~50 s) “auditory stimulus probe” (see Auditory stimuli, above)
was presented for which participants were asked to listen to, attentively, with their eyes closed. During
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the main session participants were shown with an optional pause every 25 trials, and the experiment
was finalized after 100 trials. After this, the auditory stimulus probe procedure was repeated. In
appreciation for their time, participants received a chocolate bar or a cinema ticket.
Data analysis
EEG pre-processing
Data analysis was implemented in MATLAB 2018b. EEG subject data were common averagereferenced to the 64 scalp channels, after which DC offset was removed. Signals were bandpass-filtered
1 – 40 Hz with a 20-order elliptical filter of 60 dB attenuation and 1 dB passband ripple. Trials were
epoched according to attentional condition between -1 s and 8 s (AF), 11 s (AH) or 17 s (AQ) of AV
sequence onset, then downsampled to 256 Hz . Single channel data were subsequently rejected in a
blind manner according to a variance-based criterion (Junghöfer et al., 2000) applied over the 2-D
matrix of concatenated trials by 64 channels, with confidence coefficient λ P=4 , and the procedure
was repeated separately for the external reference channels. To reduce the effect of general movement
artifacts, EEG data were decomposed into independent components using FastICA (Hyvärinen, 1999).
Two independent components were automatically selected for their maximal proportion of broadband
power in the 10-40 Hz region, and projected out of the raw data. In a further procedure to reduce the
effect of ocular artefacts, a time-shifted principal component analysis (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2007)
was applied to discard environmental signals recorded on the oculogram reference sensors (shift: ±4
ms). A sensor noise suppression algorithm (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008a) was applied in order to
attenuate artefactual components specific to any single channel (63 neighbors). The blind variancebased rejection procedure was repeated across channel by trial timeseries (64 x 200 = 12800) per
participant, resulting in less than 1% rejected single-channel trial timeseries on average (subject range
0.09% - 1.52%). For the “auditory stimulus probe” subject datasets, the pre- and post-experiment
recordings were pre-processed as indicated but without downsampling, and epoched into 8 trials.
Spatial filtering
To reduce dimensionality of the data and to improve SNR, a spatial filter was estimated under the
criterion that it emphasizes reproducible auditory activity across subjects. This data-driven joint
decorrelation or denoising by spatial filtering (DSS) (de Cheveigné & Parra, 2014; de Cheveigné &
Simon, 2008b) procedure was simultaneously trained on all 30 listeners' recordings of the “auditory
stimulus probe”. First, all subjects’ data were bandpass-filtered in the 1 – 8 Hz region (corresponding to
delta and theta band rhythms) with a second-order Butterworth filter. To address variability across
participants which may affect spatial filter estimation, the same blind rejection procedure described
above was repeated over the 2-D matrix of timeseries including all participants’ data, with a more
restrictive confidence coefficient λ P=2.25 . The single EEG component with the highest evoked
activity ratio resulting from this process was used as a single spatial filter for all subjects (Figure 3A).
Effectively analogous to sensor selection in standard ERP studies, this DSS timeseries represents the
most reproducible component of the evoked data, and was selected as a single virtual sensor in analyses
henceforth. To minimize computational cost of TRF estimation in individual datasets, subject DSS
timeseries were downsampled to 32 Hz.
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Figure 2. AV precision comparison task design. After a brief fixation period, a cue indicates the visual sector
attentional strategy required for the trial. Participants are then serially shown two AV sequence presentations,
attending in both as indicated by the cue (inset): over the entire disc (full circle cue, AF), or to the upper/lower
half (up/down triangle cues, AH), or to one of the available quadrants (tilted triangle cues, AQ). The participant
is required to compare for AV precision levels (“coordination”) of attended sectors between both sequences.
After being prompted, responses are entered by a button press and trial feedback is then shown.

Temporal response function (TRF) estimation
All single-trial data were concatenated in time by attentional and AV condition as follows: a Low AV
precision tier consisting of trials across the bottom five AV precision levels (±330 to ±198 ms), and a
High AV precision tier for the remainder (±165 to ±33 ms). EEG data and corresponding concatenated
auditory stimuli were used to estimate the TRF, per attentional and AV precision tier condition. From
each EEG response recording, two TRFs were estimated: one relating the neural response to auditory
events associated to the attended visual stream (Attended, ‘Att’) and, separately, another relating the
same response to all other auditory events (Unattended-simultaneous, ‘Uat-sim’). This allowed to probe
modulations specific to sounds from simultaneous attended/unattended presentations. To address
general modulations on auditory processing regardless of a given presentation we re-ordered EEG trials
by AV precision level in the unattended stream (Unattended-matched, ‘Uat-mch’).
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For each subject and set (‘Att’, ‘Uat-sim’, ‘Uat-mch’), we estimated the linear TRF, a mapping between
an auditory stimulus representation S (t) and the evoked neural response r (t ) it elicits. This linear
model is formulated as r ' (t)=∑ TRF ( τ )S (t−τ )+ε (t ) , where ε (t) is the residual contribution
τ

to the evoked response not explained by the linear model and TRF ( τ ) represents the TRF over the 0
to 600 ms window post auditory onset. The auditory representation for the stimulus was the temporal
onset edge timeseries S (t) consisting of a vector equal to 1 at times of relevant tone presentation
(where ‘relevant’ depends on whether the tone belongs to an “Att”, “Uat-sim” or “Uat-mch” set) and
zero elsewhere (Cervantes Constantino et al., 2017). TRFs were estimated by boosting (David et al.,
2007) between stimulus and neural response timeseries, scaled to z-units, with 10-fold cross-validation.
The average across trained TRFs represented the final TRF estimate for that subject and condition.
Grand average TRFs were obtained by averaging individual TRFs across subjects.
Statistical analysis
Temporal cluster analysis. Time intervals indicating differential auditory processing in the linear TRF
were obtained by estimation of the t-value map from condition contrasts (i.e. Att vs Uat-sim, and Att vs
Uat-mch). An a priori threshold corresponding to the t-distribution 95th percentile was used for nonparametric randomization-based statistical testing (Maris, 2012; Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). A cluster
was deemed significant if its associated t-statistic (sum of t-values within the cluster) exceeded those
within the randomization distribution at an =0.05 level of significance. The distribution was generated
by N=217 resamplings where conditions involved in the contrast (e.g. ‘Att’ vs ‘Uat-sim’) were randomly
shuffled per participant prior to grand-averaging.

Results
AV precision facilitates visuospatial attention modulations on auditory processing
Participants’ ability to perform the AV precision comparison task was reflected in global correct
response average rates of 67% (SD 9%) that were significantly above chance, shown by a Student’s ttest (t(29)=4.3; p=1.8x10-4). Compared across attentional conditions, performance was on average
reduced for AH and AQ conditions, however these differences were non-significant as shown by a
repeated-measures ANOVA on attentional condition (F(2)=2.69; p=0.076).
To probe how visual spatial attention in the task modulated the auditory EEG during tone processing, a
data-driven spatial filtering approach was used, extracting reproducible auditory activity across all
participants (Figure 3A). The estimated filter was associated to a central scalp activity topography
consistent with auditory sources (Stropahl et al., 2018), to which all individual participant data were
projected. For each subject, the resulting auditory timeseries was reverse correlated with the auditory
stimulus timeseries corresponding to visually attended (and separately, unattended) sectors in the task
(Figure 3B). In addition, as we investigated relative temporal order effects, tones in the auditory
stimulus timeseries were also selected according to their relative timing re visual events, i.e. tones
preceding or succeeding corresponding flips. For Low AV precision conditions, this resulted in onset
asynchrony distributions with median 128 ms, interquartile range 128 ms, and range 0 - 330 ms; for
High AV precision, with corresponding median 39 ms, IQR 56 ms, range 0 - 165 ms.
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Figure 3. Auditory encoding changes by visuospatial selective attention. (A) Topography of reproducible
auditory component across all participants extracted from the EEG recordings to a sample random tone pip
stream with eyes closed. Individual subject data were projected onto this component, via spatial filtering, as a
single virtual EEG sensor representing reproducible auditory activity. (B) Each AV sequence in AH and AQ
conditions contain both attended and unattended visual domains, each associated to distinct tones in the
continuous auditory stream. For TRF estimation, the auditory stream is partitioned accordingly, and
simultaneous pip sequences are then represented by their corresponding tone onset times. (C) Subject results for
AH show no evidence of visual spatial attention-induced changes to auditory processing under high AV
uncertainty conditions (top, onset asynchrony distribution shown in inset). Under high AV precision (median
shift 39 ms, bottom), visual processing modulates associated, ongoing tone processing. AV precision refers here
to the condition of the attended sector only.

Temporal response function (TRF) estimates of subject data showed that, in AH conditions, high AV
precision may facilitate changes to auditory processing by visual spatial attention (Figure 3C). Nonparametric testing showed a significant effect in the processing of tones paired to attended sectors
versus the remainder of the auditory scene (‘Att’ vs ‘Uat-sim’; 113 to 244 ms; p=0.035; Figure 3C
bottom, left), for cases where sound preceded visual onset time. No significant effect was observed
however when tones instead succeeded visual onset time (p=0.674; bottom, right). In a secondary
analysis, we probed whether differential processing still holds across tone presentations where
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unattended sectors are matched for AV precision and are not simultaneous (‘Att’ vs ‘Uat-mch’, see
Methods). Such comparison served to probe whether transfer effects are specific to the ongoing trial
dynamics, or if they involve change to neural tone representations by visual association – regardless of
the current auditory foreground/background problem. The previous results were mirrored in this
analysis, showing again a significant modulation to processing of tones paired to attended versus
unattended visual sectors, for tones preceding (25 to 252 ms; p=0.005) but not succeeding (p=0.093)
visual onsets.
In contrast, for low AV precision conditions the data did not reveal that either tones preceding
(p=0.750; Figure 3C top, left) or tones succeeding visual onsets (p=0.214; Figure 3C top, right) are
differentially processed when associated with the attended half, as expected. Similarly, in the secondary
analysis controlling for the AV precision of the unattended stream in non-simultaneous presentations
(‘Att’ vs ‘Uat-mch’), non-parametric testing showed that neither processing of preceding nor
succeeding tones re visual onsets lead to statistically significant changes in associated TRFs (p=0.735
and p=0.794, respectively).
Cross-modal modulations by visuospatial attention on hearing are shaped by unimodal uncertainty
AQ trials similarly showed that low AV precision led to no significant modulations of tone processing,
in attended versus opposite quadrant comparisons, for either preceding (p=0.737; Figure 4A, top left),
nor succeeding (p=0.260; top right) tones re visual onset. These negative results were again observed in
a secondary analysis (‘Att’ vs ‘Uat-mch’, Figure 5) probing for differences in auditory processing
between tones associated to attended versus non-simultaneous unattended sectors controlled for AV
precision, at neither preceding (p=0.895) or succeeding (p=0.722) visual onsets. The results so far
showed that high temporal uncertainty between auditory and visual input may adversely impact the
ability for visuospatial attention to modulate hearing. This parameter appears relevant in both
multimodal integration processing and in precision-based accounts of attention. Hence it is not clear
whether the observed effects so far are a direct consequence of binding (and lack thereof), or of
weighted selection. Crucially, as the latter framework formalizes the involvement of uncertainty factors
in attentional effects, we addressed the remaining unimodal uncertainties involved in the AV precision
estimation task.
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Figure 4. Positional precision required to visually prime tone processing by visual spatial attention. (A) In AQ
conditions and under high AV precision, TRF estimates show differential encoding of tones associated to
attended versus opposite quadrants by visuospatial attention (bottom). In contrast to AH, this includes cases
where visual onsets lead tone processing: flip visualization here also induce changes to incoming tone processing
by association to target versus opposite sectors (bottom right). Insets indicate temporal distributions of visual
onsets in the attended sector, where significant effects were found, indicated within/outside tone processing
window accordingly. (B) TRF estimate comparisons between attended and neighboring quadrants to address
selectivity effects. Left: For tones preceding corresponding visual onsets, no relative change by visuospatial
attention was found at either ipsilateral or contralateral quadrant comparisons. Right: For tones that follow
corresponding visual onsets, relative change was observed between flips from a given quadrant and its hemifield
unattended neighbor. As in Figure 3, only attended sector TRF sets are ordered by AV precision (see Figure 5 for
ordering of unattended quarters).

At high AV precision, the AQ data did show facilitated cross-modal modulations to auditory processing
by visual spatial attention. This was observed both when tones preceded and succeeded visual events.
Significant effects were observed on tone encoding by subsequent visual updates as associated to
attended versus opposite quadrants, albeit at relatively later latency (396 to 528 ms; p=0.041; Figure 4A
bottom left) than AH conditions. There was additional evidence of modulations on tone encoding, when
primed by visual flips differentially associated to attended versus opposite quadrants (202 to 314 ms;
p=0.041; bottom right), an effect that had not been observed for AH conditions. A secondary analysis
controlling for AV precision at the unattended stream in non-simultaneous presentations (‘Att’ vs ‘Uatmch’, Figure 5A) again revealed significant differences to tone processing by visuospatial attention
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Figure 5. Differential encoding of tone targets by visuospatial primers is not independent from AV dynamics at
unattended sectors. (A) For AQ conditions, reordering unattended quadrants by AV precision shows, as in AH,
that visually attended flip updating modulates auditory processing regardless of AV dynamics at unattended
sectors (bottom left). This however is not the case for visually attended flip priming of tones, where Visually
Unattended Quarter (VUQ) TRF estimates are now ordered by AV precision regardless of whether they were
presented simultaneously with the Visually Attended Quarter (bottom right). Blue and red onsets show temporal
distributions of visual onsets re tones, at attended and unattended sectors respectively. (B) Likewise, no
modulatory effects were observed between neighboring quadrants.

when updated by related visual onsets (419 to 594 ms; p=0.023). However, a similar effect was no
longer observed when tones were primed by visual onsets (p=0.182). Finally, we assessed how are
observed AQ effects specific to the opposite quadrant, which is maximally distant from the focus of
attention on spatial terms. We analyzed auditory encoding of tones associated with flips at neighboring
quadrants. These sectors were classified as unattended-ipsilateral and -contralateral, where the
former[latter] relates to horizontally[vertically] mirroring quadrants (see Figure 4B inset). When tones
preceded visual flips (Figure 4A, bottom left), TRF estimates revealed no significant differences in the
processing of tones associated to the attended versus ipsilateral (p=0.883) nor versus contralateral
quadrants (p=0.105; Figure 4B, left). This pattern of results was found again in secondary ‘Att’ vs
‘Uat-mch’ analyses, where unattended sectors are ordered by AV precision in non-simultaneous
presentations (p=0.783 ipsilateral; p=0.731 contralateral; Figure 5B). If tones succeed visual flips, TRF
estimates did reveal a significant main effect in processing of tones associated to the attended versus
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ipsilateral (21 to 271 ms; p=0.015 ; Figure 4B, top right) but not contralateral quadrants (p=0.799;
bottom right). In ‘Att’ vs ‘Uat-mch’ analyses, the above effect with respect to unattended-ipsilateral
quadrants was no longer significant however (p=0.769; Figure 5B, top right), and neither for
unattended-contralateral sectors (p=0.235).

Discussion
Computational models of attention have proposed that uncertainty factors intervene in perceptual
inference, for enhanced reliability of selected neural representations, therefore leading to attentional
effects (P. Dayan & Zemel, 1999; P. Dayan et al., 2000; Feldman & Friston, 2010b; Whiteley &
Sahani, 2012; Hohwy, 2012; Yu, 2014). In the present study, participants were asked to estimate the
degree of temporal uncertainty between visual and auditory elements of an AV display, while sustaining
goal-directed attention over selected visual sectors. The EEG auditory encoding results demonstrate
that high AV precision facilitates cross-modal influence by visual spatial attention over auditory
processing. Temporal response function (TRF) estimates also showed differential encoding of tone
streams by means of visual updating mechanisms which associate individual tones to target areas.
Additional visual mechanisms that bias auditory representations include the unimodal visual priming of
tone streams, but this only occurs in a context-specific manner. The results, first, indicate that
temporally precise margins between auditory and visual sources enable transfer of selective biases from
visual attention onto hearing, as predicted in multimodally integrated objects (Donohue et al., 2011;
Spence & Frings, 2020; Talsma et al., 2010). Second, that unimodal uncertainty sources arising in nonsynchronous presentations shape cross-modal interactions, a finding considered in regards to precision
accounts of attention. The data provide empirical support for prior auditory and, separately, visual
stream information to constrain, by their precedence order, the hierarchical processing of attended
stimuli with multimodal features (Rohe et al., 2019).
Visual updating effects on auditory processing: bottom-up cross-modal interactions
Earliest cross-modal effects were observed for tone streams preceding corresponding visual onsets with
high AV precision. TRF analyses from Attend-Half (AH) conditions revealed auditory encoding before
250 ms to be susceptible to cross-modal modulation, consistent with observations of relatively early AV
integration during visual spatial attention (Koelewijn et al., 2010). In unimodal vision, goal-directed
visuospatial attention effects are typically observed from around 100 ms (Luck & Kappenman, 2012;
Talsma & Woldorff, 2005), which here represents a (median) 140 ms latency after tone onset. The data
provide evidence of cross-modal interactions already in effect over auditory processing. As expected,
these effects were spatially organized according to the focus of visual attention, which was also
observed in Attend-Quarter (AQ) conditions. For AQ we ran additional comparisons between attended
and neighboring (i.e. not opposite) quadrants, which underscored the arrangement of spatial selectivity
in these effects. Nevertheless, in AQ the window of effective modulation was substantially delayed (>
400 ms), which we did not initially expect. While in AH conditions, any given tone had equal prior
probability to become paired with target flips, for AQ trials every standalone tone now implies a lesser
chance (25%) of relating to the target sector, suggesting this prior auditory uncertainty may impact
processing of auditory events within target (Roseboom et al., 2009). A limited basis for pips to
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anticipate target visual onsets reflects the greater pool of auditory distractors available for bottom-up
capture of early visual attention by irrelevant events, thus reflecting a lack of early multimodal
integration (Koelewijn et al., 2009). However, evidence of delayed differential auditory processing
between target and distractor streams, for additional 280 ms than in AH, is consistent with later stage
multimodal integration in these competitive conditions (Cao et al., 2019; Koelewijn et al., 2010).
After additional controlling of AV precision levels by rearrangement of unattended streams, regardless
of what occurred simultaneously at the attended stream (Jensen et al., 2019), we observed an identical
pattern of results. This suggests that differential encoding of tones, when induced by visual updating,
implies changes to their neural representation specified by relevance but not context. Context
independence in hierarchical processing assumes that the particular details of the auditory
figure/ground stream segregation problem posed by any given trial are not taken into account, nor load
demands in the task (Rahne et al., 2007). This appears consistent with automatic representational
changes to tone processing by visual input, which in AH conditions were sufficiently early to suggest
cross-modal interactions within the first bottom-up sweep of AV integration (Giard & Peronnet, 1999;
Kayser et al., 2007; Noesselt et al., 2007; Stein & Meredith, 1993). Due to its temporal processing
advantages, hearing is suited for rapid warning to engage or divert visuospatial attention (e.g. Spence &
Driver, 1997; Fujisaki et al., 2004). Sound stimuli may ‘tag’ time instances for attentional deployment,
e.g. by preparing cortical excitability at windows that coincide with bottom-up visual processing
(Romei et al., 2007), and where subsequent visual recognition feedback serves for multimodal
integration (Noesselt et al., 2008; Van der Burg et al., 2008, 2011).
Visual priming effects on auditory processing: top-down cross-modal interactions
When tones followed visual onsets, the results showed cross-modal modulations only at increased
visuospatial precision conditions in the task. These AQ findings suggest that when tone onsets
effectively close the AV temporal gap initiated by visual flips, positional uncertainties may shape
transfer effects over auditory encoding (Andersen et al., 2009). TRF changes, observed from 200 ms,
were thus present when visuospatial integration was limited to these smaller regions. As events at AH
entail effectively faster presentation rates, null findings therein may reflect a limited ability for
individual flips to prompt preparatory auditory processing (e.g. (Olivers & Van der Burg, 2008; Quak et
al., 2015; Thorne et al., 2011). Unlike tones, flips are transients distributed across varying spatial
channel sizes which impacts serial spatial attention processing (Fujisaki et al., 2006), and the AH
results indicated no evidence of subsequent change to auditory encoding nor baseline levels (e.g.
Feldman & Friston, 2010a). These results may suggest visuospatial domain size constrains the
efficiency with which visual input influences auditory expectations about sound presentations in
corresponding auditory areas (Macaluso et al., 2016). They may also relate to proposals that top-down
cross-modal influences from visual to auditory cortical regions may be directly exerted by delta/theta
rhythm signaling (Keil & Senkowski, 2018) in natural AV speech processing, which corresponds to
activity bands upon which auditory TRF analyses of the EEG timeseries are often based (Crosse et al.,
2016; Di Liberto et al., 2015; Ding & Simon, 2012a).
Observed transfer effects were no longer evident after reordering presentations by AV precision in the
unattended stream. A possible explanation for this result is that transfer effects mainly reflect the
encoding of relative differences across attended/unattended precision levels within the same AV
sequence, implying some form of explicit processing of events within unattended sectors. However, the
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present AQ effects occurred at mid-latency (240 ms relative to median visual presentation), while
subjects were instructed to compare across AV stimuli for input from attended sectors only. The null
results thus appear more consistent with non-local visual ‘prime’ cueing (Maier et al., 2011) due to high
AV precision, i.e., increased synchronization-facilitated priming regardless of spatial location over the
disc. In AQ, global priming by high AV precision could then be exploited supramodally according to
auditory segregation needs, i.e., the active process of separating between tones in the auditory stream of
a given trial by their visual association (Spagna et al., 2015). This process would be compromised in
AH due to bottom-up ambient competition countering effects for attended targets (Huang & Elhilali,
2020). Given both the latency and context-specificity of these effects, we suggest that such fine-tuned
selectivity would be consistent with top-down modulations from visual to auditory processing. The
potential relation of these results is next discussed in relation to in hierarchical models.
Prior uncertainties shape cross-modal visual spatial attention effects on hearing
By addressing the computational goals of selective attention, ideal-observer frameworks have
emphasized the role of noise in weighing sensory data for selection (Rohe & Noppeney, 2018; Yu,
2014). In these models, representations about sensory content are considered along with the inferred
uncertainty or noise that their sensory causes may have in the environment (Yu & Dayan, 2002, 2005b).
Such factors include external uncertainty variables but also internal noise estimation in routine
perceptual inference (Feldman & Friston, 2010b; Hohwy, 2012), and it is not well understood how are
such parameters implemented into selection (e.g. as division weights, Reynolds & Heeger, 2009) in the
case of audiovisual elements. Temporal precision is an external factor that drives binding in multimodal
integration, and participants here assessed and learned AV precision of stimuli in relation to a
visuospatial target area, in order to perform a task.
A potential interpretation is that facilitated cross-modal transfer effects at high AV precision reflect the
modulation of auditory representations of tones as attended elements of a multimodal object, once
formed at multisensory areas (Beauchamp et al., 2004; Eimer et al., 2004; Noesselt et al., 2007; Talsma
et al., 2010). In the precision-based account of selective attention, it is not necessarily assumed that
selective effects precede, correspond to or reflect a multimodal object formation stage. For instance,
some evidence suggests that differential weighing may be allocated to individual tones in advance of
robust perceptual integration (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004; Rohe et al., 2019; Spence & Ngo, 2012).
Evidence is mixed regarding whether multimodal binding requires attention beforehand or not
(Koelewijn et al., 2010), nevertheless. Different task-dependent effects reported across studies may
indeed reflect that integration can be effected at subcortical, early unimodal and/or late heteromodal
areas (Calvert & Thesen, 2004; Koelewijn et al., 2010), as indicated by across-hierarchy integration
sites including the superior colliculus, primary sensory areas, and associative areas like the intraparietal
sulcus, involved in visuospatial attention (Koelewijn et al., 2010). For hearing, auditory cross-modal
integration and attentional mechanisms may operate on partially overlapping circuitry along the depth
axis of the auditory cortex (Gau et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, the precision framework may predict attentional effects to arise also when other sources
of uncertainty serve the perceptual inference system in gauging reliability. Indeed, the results showed
that unimodal uncertainty sources shape crossmodal interactions, as visual and auditory streams were
not perfectly synchronous. This last evidence further indicates that distinct hierarchical relationships
emerge in cross-modal interactions depending on precedence orders between visual and auditory
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streams. First, sounds presented in advance of visual events carry intrinsic uncertainty on whether they
may pair with the visually attended sector. AH conditions have such lower auditory uncertainty, which
led to transfer effects observed relatively earlier than at AQ. Differential auditory processing was
maintained regardless of simultaneous content in unattended streams, which suggested in this case an
automatic mode of changes to the auditory representation of tones by visuospatial association. In
addition, the timeline of transfer effects for AH also appears more consistent with that of detection
mechanisms (Parise & Ernst, 2016) instantiated from the initial bottom-up visual analysis (Foxe &
Schroeder, 2005). Second, sounds presented after visual events were subject to the initial uncertainty
determined by visual domain size, which affected the expression of cross-modal interactions. Here, AQ
conditions of higher positional precision were the only instance where modulatory effects on tone
processing by visual priming were observed in the task. This piece of evidence suggests that
anticipatory mechanisms triggered by a visual prime may reshape auditory expectations (Nobre &
Rohenkohl, 2014). This was not observed across non-simultaneous presentations, however, suggesting
the mechanisms are part of active foreground segregation processing of the auditory scene. The results
of context-dependent modulations on auditory processing thus appear specifically adapted to the
particular dynamics of a given trial, as visual constraints effectively define AV foreground boundaries
for effective auditory segregation. The findings overall underscore auditory neural segregation, by topdown visual priming at high spatial precision – when vision leads temporal order-, or possibly by
bottom-up visual updating according to spatial selection rules if applied soon after tone processing
began to unfold. They both support a hierarchical account of attentional heteromodal transfer
mechanisms (Talsma et al., 2010) where AV temporal and visuospatial organization jointly condition
the process of neural auditory stream segregation. They may do so by harnessing temporal predictions
that audiovisual constructs inherently drive, which in turn influence the order in which cross-modal
interactions synchronize the visual and auditory processing streams.
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